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THE EFFECTS OF ANXIETY, AGGRESSIVENESS AND RISK 

MANAGEMENT ON DECISION-MAKING BEHAVIOR IN 

ONLINE GAMBLING   

 
 EMIL-RAZVAN, GATEJ a  STELIANA, RIZEANU a 

 ANCA MARIA, MANOLACHE a   
aHyperion University, Faculty of Psychology and Educational Sciences 

Department of Psychology 

  

 
Abstract 

The fastest growing form of gambling in the world is online gambling. That’s why 

many psychologists suggested the direction of research focused on this area. Some previous 

studies have suggested that individual psychological characteristics (including personality 

traits) may predispose certain individuals to overuse the Internet, and past research has 

chiefly examined the effects of anxiety, aggression, depression and self-consciousness on 

the level of Internet use so far. In this study we are trying to explore possible correlations 

and significant differences regarding aggression, anxiety, risk-taking game strategies, 

number of rounds  played and if the player is winning or losing . We have discovered that 

all these dimensions are strongly interconnected and in further research we will try to 

explain all this in a clinical spotlight.  

    

Keywords: anxiety, aggressiveness, risk-management, decision-making, gambling 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Due to the increased awareness that online game addiction is a legitimate 

concern, efforts to explain why and how people are deeply involved in these games 

have become important research issues. However, little has been researched about 

the characteristics linked to “at-risk” population with such an online gaming 

addiction, especially of aggressive nature, which is one of the important 

subcategories of Internet addiction. Therefore, in this study we tried to show the 

effects of anxiety, aggressiveness and risk on decision-making behaviour in online 

gambling (Başol and  Kaya, 2018; Kuss, Griffiths, 2012; Rizeanu, 2013, 2018).  
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In the most accurate sense, “risk” refers to probabilities of future events – 

events which may be negative or positive, or some combination thereof. However, 

as Mary Douglas (1992) indicates, the concept of risk has become fraught with 

negativity – “risk” tends to be associated with negative characteristics, events and 

behaviour. Yet gambling activity is centrally defined by consequences, or future 

events, with various gambling outcomes associated with losses or gains. These 

losses and gained, however, are not restricted to the economic dimension, as is 

perhaps the most common depiction of gambling, but may also include gains and 

losses in terms of social relationships (Douglas, 1992).  

The notion of “risk” is commonplace throughout society today. For example, 

we hear of risk associated with playing the stock markets – individuals vary in their 

willingness to go “out on a limb” to reap financial rewards or possibly, suffer 

financial losses. Gamblers also “take risk” – they expose themselves to potential 

loss or gain when involving themselves in gambling activity. Some who play the 

stock market reap rewards for exposing themselves to potential loss; similary, some 

gamblers “win big” by exposing them to possible financial loss through particular 

betting strategies (Rizeanu, 2012). Beyond those activities where there may be 

tangible gains or losses, one could argue that there are potential gains or losses 

associated with many of the behaviours that we engage in on a daily basis. Public 

speaking, for example, is infused with risk – we may embarrass ourselves (suffer 

loss) or we may effectively transmit our message (experience gain). Similarly, 

using illegal drugs may result in gain or loss – one may, for example, either get 

high or get caught.  

The phenomenon of “online game addiction” has widely spread over recent 

years and the clinical evidence to support validity of this new syndrome is 

mounting, although researchers are not yet in agreement as to whether online game 

addiction is a legitimate mental disorder in the same category as pathological 

gambling. In reflecting such an observation, there comes AMA report that the 

American Psychiatric Association is considering video game addiction, including 

addiction to online games, a disorder (Van Rooji et. all, 2017).  

Due to the increased awareness that online gaming addiction is a legitimate 

concern efforts to explain why and how people are deeply involved in these games 

have become important research issues (Gainsbury, 2015).  

Existing gambling games are not just offered on new devices (e.g. playing 

poker on iPad or playing Blackjack on smartphone), but digitization also opens the 

door to entirely new models of gambling, such as the purchase of semi randomized 

virtual currency in video games, or even one-click speculation on stock market 

movement. The study conducted by King and his collaborators concluded that even 

simulated gambling might contribute to later pathological gambling (King, 

Delfabbro, Kaptsis & Zwaans, 2014). Online gamblers can now enter games 

anytime anywhere, they can also use software to play multiple tables 
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simultaneously, estimate odds, or even profile opponents in real-time. This 

advantage extends to the industry as well: gambling companies can now build 

massive datasets on consumer behaviour and do real-time A/B testing of game 

changes; they can also use these data to engage in responsible gambling initiatives 

(Griffiths & Auer, 2011). E-gambling thus offers both new risks and now 

opportunities (Van Rooij et al., 2015). Risks might involve the increased 

anonymity in an online environment, increased impulsive behaviour with one-click 

buying, or decreased awareness of spending. On the other hand, e-gambling 

platforms also allow for better monitoring of gambling behaviour, better 

enforcement of (self-imposed) limits, and opportunities for individual and tailored 

feedback on playing behaviour. 

Gambling activity tends to be categorized according to participation and the 

relative disruption and exposure to harm that gambling may bring to an 

individual’s life. Often, disruption is measured by the time spent at a particular 

activity in association with the resulting consequences of that activity. For 

example, Currie Shawn and colleagues (2006) indicate that the likelihood of 

experiencing harm from gambling-related activity climbs the more often one 

gambles and the more money is invested in gambling activity. As with studies of 

alcohol consumption, these authors refer to “risk curves” – the level of 

consumption (in the case of alcohol) that result in various degrees of harm: “low 

risk” participation, for example, has optimal limits based specifically on relatively 

low levels of participation (or consumption, in case of alcohol use). 

Categorizations of gambling behaviour tend to fall along a particular range, from 

“low-risk” gambling, at one end, to “at-risk” gambling, to “high-risk/problem” 

gambling at the other end (Langhinrichsen-Rohling et al, 2004). For many 

researchers, the goal has been to identify the factors that may contribute to an 

individual being placed within a certain category, as well as factors may result in 

advancing to more deleterious categories. 

Addiction is a term often used in the context of problem gambling or other 

types of activities characterized by participants who appear to have lost control 

over their behaviours. It is important to note that the addiction associated with 

gambling behaviour is not necessarily a monetary reward. The types of rewards 

and reinforcements in gambling situations may be addictive yet the nature 

reinforcements may be multiple (Parke and Griffiths, 2004), going well beyond 

economic rewards alone. For example, some gamblers may not only gain 

economically, but may also reap physiological and social rewards as well. 

The use of digital forms of money (e.g. credit cars, electronic bank transfers 

and e-wallets) appears to lead to increase gambling and losses, particularly for 

problem gamblers, as people feel that they are not spending “real” money. The 

study conducted by Hing and his collaborators (2017) concluded that 19-28% of 
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online gamblers consider that it is easier to spend more money online, while 15% 

believe this form to be more addictive than land-based gambling.  

 

 

2. OBJECTIVE AND HYPOTHESES  

 

2.1. OBJECTIVE 

 

The main objective of this research is to reveal a possible connection between 

a series of psychological characteristics and the online gambling behavior. This 

connection may have multiple applications in the scientific field: first it can offer a 

clinical image of those who use online gambling in an addictive way, second these 

connections could be used in preventing addiction by advising players how to 

manage their emotions. Not least this study can represent a pilot study for finding 

new strategies in developing online gambling.  

  

2.2. HYPOTHESES 
 

H1. There is a statistically significant correlation between aggressiveness, 

anxiety and risk taking.  

H2.  There is a statistically significant correlation between aggressiveness, 

anxiety and the number of rounds played that can predict addiction.  

H3.  There is a statistically significant correlation between aggressiveness, 

anxiety and the rate of success vs. failure in winning the online game.  

H4.  There is a statistically significant correlation between risk taking and the 

rate of success vs. failure in winning the online game. 

H5.  There are statistically significant differences between win / loss groups 

regarding the level of anxiety.   

H6.  There are statistically significant differences between win / loss groups 

regarding the level of aggressiveness.  

H7.  There are statistically significant differences between win / loss groups 

regarding risk taking score. 

H8.  There are statistically significant differences between win / loss groups 

regarding the number of rounds played.  

 

3. METHOD  

 

3.1. PARTICIPANTS 

 

The sample included 100 subjects, online gamblers that were involved in this 

study in a period of 3 weeks. The subjects selected for the study had ages between 
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20 and 40 years old, 95% males and 5% females. All the subjects had Mexican 

nationality. In order to test hypothesis 5, 6, 7 and 8 we have split this sample in 

two: one consisted by those who have mostly wined and the other one consisted by 

those who have mostly lost.  

3.2. INSTRUMENTS 

 

In order to test our assumptions we used a series of psychological tests. The 

Buss & Perry questionnaire (1992) was used to reveal the values of aggressiveness, 

The Hamilton Anxiety Scale (1959) was used for testing the anxiety level. In order 

to measure the risk in gambling behaviour we used The Gambling Self Efficacy 

Questionnaire – GSEQ (May et. all,  2003) a special designed instrument for which 

the authors declare a high internal consistency (α=0.96) and a good test-retest 

reliability (r=0.86). For counting the number of rounds and the win/lose situation 

we have used the scores recorded by the software designed and used in online 

gambling company which supported our study.  

 

3.3. PROCEDURE 

 

   The procedure used for this research was based on applying the test in an 

online form after the subjects agreed to participate in this study being motivated by 

the relevance of the results in order to manage their gambling behaviour and to find 

out new things about their psychological structure. The subjects were random 

selected from the clients of an online gambling company, they have agreed to 

participate at the study and to fill in the forms of the test. The results at the 

gambling activity were recorded using a special software that is currently used in 

the gambling company.  

 

4. RESULTS 

 

In order to test possible correlations evoked by the first four hypothesis we 

have run the Pearson Correlation procedure using the SPSS® program. The results 

shown below revealed significant correlations for all the supposed factors involved 

in online gambling behavior.  

Table 1 - Correlations 

 WL AGR ANX Risk ROUND 

WL 

Pearson Correlation 1 -.792** -.875** -.824** -.656** 

Sig. (2-tailed)  .000 .000 .000 .000 

N 100 100 100 100 100 

AGR 

Pearson Correlation .792** 1 .950** .917** .828** 

Sig. (2-tailed) .000  .000 .000 .000 

N 100 100 100 100 100 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=May%20RK%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=14634297
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ANX 

Pearson Correlation .875** .950** 1 .949** .770** 

Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .000  .000 .000 

N 100 100 100 100 100 

Risk 

Pearson Correlation .824** .917** .949** 1 .728** 

Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .000 .000  .000 

N 100 100 100 100 100 

ROUND 

Pearson Correlation .656** .828** .770** .728** 1 

Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .000 .000 .000  

N 100 100 100 100 100 

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 

 

There is a statistically significant correlation between aggressiveness, anxiety 

and risk taking (r=.95,r=.91, r=.94). 

The hypothesis that assumed a statistically significant correlation between 

aggressiveness, anxiety and the number of rounds played that can predict addiction 

was confirmed (r= .95, r=.82, r=.77).  

The results revealed a statistically significant negative correlation between 

aggressiveness, anxiety and the rate of success vs. failure in winning the online 

game (r= -.79, r= -.87). There is a negative correlation between the level of 

hostility recorded by the Buss & Perry aggression scale and the lose/win score. 

This reveals a psychological fact that assume that players with high aggression 

levels tend to lose rather than win in the online gambling situations (r= -.79). The 

same losing behaviour is applied for those who had high scores to anxiety scale (r= 

= -.87).  

The results showed above confirmed that there is a statistically significant 

negative correlation between risk taking and the rate of success vs. failure in 

winning the online game (r= -.82). As much as the risk assumed is higher, less that 

the gamblers will win the game rounds. 
 

Table 2 - Group statistics 

 WL N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean 

AGR 
2.00 70 8.39 1.906 .228 

1.00 30 3.27 1.617 .295 

ANX 
2.00 70 9.29 1.038 .124 

1.00 30 4.60 1.522 .278 

Risk 
2.00 70 9.57 1.057 .126 

1.00 30 6.33 .959 .175 

ROUND 
2.00 70 2207.14 1028.869 122.973 

1.00 30 558.33 294.221 53.717 
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Table 3 - Independent Sample T test 

 
Based on the results shown above, the research hypothesis that assumes 

significant differences between win / loss groups regarding the level of anxiety is 

accepted for a sample of 100 subjects. Results on the anxiety scale were 

significantly different between the two samples (M1 = 9.29, M2 = 4.60, t = 17.87,  

p <0.05). Data revealed by the table above accept the existence of significant 

differences between the two samples.  

The sixth hypothesis that assumes statistically significant differences between 

win / loss groups regarding the level of aggressiveness was also confirmed by the 

statistical analysis (M1 = 8.39, M2 = 3.27, t = 12.85, p <0.05). 

The seventh hypothesis that assumes statistically significant differences 

between win / loss groups regarding risk taking score was confirmed by the 

statistical analysis that used the T test for independent samples  (M1 =9.57, M2 

=6.33, t = 14.41, p <0.05). 

The eight hypothesis that assumes statistically significant differences between 

win / loss groups regarding the number of rounds played was confirmed by the 

statistical analysis that used the T test for independent samples (M1 =2207.14, M2 

=558.33, t =8.60 p <0.05). 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 

 

 This paper is connecting four important factors involved in gambling 

activities  and is meant to be a stranding point for building new clinical outcomes 

based on the modern type of gambling, the online gambling. In a society where 

aggressiveness is everywhere but is undesirable, anxiety must be overcome in any 

way because is also undesirable and the individuals with such symptoms are 

considered weak, sometimes gambling is the “solution” for all this. The virtual 

world is building a new individual, strong and capable of doing anything in a 

parallel world but with huge costs in real life. We, the psychologists should reveal 

the scientific reality in order to help the individuals maintain a balanced course of 

their life.  
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Department of Psychology 

  

 
Abstract 

  Infertility medical treatment often means repeated assisted reproduction intervention  

cycles  that  creates a specific type of emotional distress that can affect quality of life level. 

We hypothesized that music therapy when associated with psychological intervention has 

an effect of improving patients’quality of life level more than psychological intervention 

alone. In this study participated 146 subjects, distributed in two groups by option to music 

therapy. The psychological intervention consists of cognitive-behavioral therapy and health 

education.  Results show that the quality of life level increased when music therapy is 

associated with cognitive behavioral therapy. 

 

    

Keywords: music therapy, health education, infertility, quality of life. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Infertility medical treatment usually means a number of repeated medical 

assisted reproduction interventions cycles that create an emotional distress and 

negative emotions, a loss of unconditionate self acceptance, physical symptoms of 

distress and cognitive or behavioral difficulties (diminishing attention 

concentration, disfunctional thoughts and attitudes, changes in life plans), 

disappointment, despair. Sometimes couple communication and marital relation 

and also the way they position themselves towards the others are influenced by 

fertility problems (e.g. avoid social groups where there are children or pregnant 

women, change their expectations, stigma, inefficient social support), or there are 

changing the way they feel about and behave to their partner (Galhardo et al, 2011; 

Boivin et al, 2001; Convington et al, 2006). All these might influence the quality of 

life level.  

In these circumstances it is mandatory that the individuals’ mental health and 

Corresponding author: Cristiana Haica 
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also their social problems must be taken into consideration along with medical 

treatment of infertility. 

In the last decades have been developed methods, programes for approaching 

the psychological problems of the infertile patients such as: cognitive behavioral 

therapy (CBT), (Rizeanu, 2013), interpersonal psychotherapy (Koszycki et al, 

2012), supportive therapy (Noorbala, 2008; Faramazi et al, 2008), emotion-focused 

and problem-focused coping strategies (Holzle et al, 2002) positive psychotherapy 

(Seyedi et al, 2016). However, psychoeducation and interventions using cognitive 

behavioral skill building and stress management techniques seemed to be 

particularly effective in reducing patient distress (Boivin, 2003; Domar et al, 2000; 

Rizeanu, 2018). 

Music therapy has been used in the last decades in enhancing patients’ quality 

of life in dementia, oncology, intensive care (Bradt et al, 2011; Ueda et al, 2013; 

Sendelbach et al, 2006), stomathology, anesthesia in surgery, etc. Music therapy is 

one of complementary therapies used in palliative care for decades. Most palliative 

care using music therapy is in pain therapy, improving quality of life (Bowers, 

2014), diminishing emotional distress, anxiety (Daykin et al, 2006). “Music 

therapy combined with cognitive restructuring could provide a mechanism to 

improve patients’ sense of control over emotional distress”; this methods 

associated can be used to assist married couples to cope with emotional distress 

(Ezegbe et al, 2018). 

 

2. OBJECTIVE AND HYPOTHESES 

 

2.1. OBJECTIVES 

 

To evaluate the effect of music therapy associated with cognitive behavioral 

intervention on quality of life level of infertile patients. 

 

2.2. HYPOTHESES 

 

We hypothesized that it  is a  statistic significant difference in QoL level 

between the subjects who choose to attend music therapy and cognitive behavioral 

intervention and the subjects who choose to attend only psychological intervention. 

 

3. METHOD 

 

3.1 Participants 

146 subjects (73 men, 73 women) took part in this study. The inclusion 

criteria: married couples, age between 20 and 50 years, diagnosed with infertility 

and asking for medical treatment in fertility clinics.  
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Exclusion crieria: any psychiatric problems in their medical history, child 

birth, pregnancy interruption.  

The subjects’ distribution in two groups was realised considering their option 

to participate at psychological intervention and music therapy (group 1) or 

psychological intervention and no music therapy (group 2).  
Group 1 has sixty subjects (41.1 %) and group 2 has eighty six subjects.  

The patients gave written consent for the study after the benefits and the 

purpose of this study were explained.  

All procedures of the research were conducted in secure clinical settings and 

participants were informed that any digital recordings will be destroyed when 

completion of the research. All the personal data were anonymised (using a code 

number). Only the research team has access to the data. 

 

3.2. Instruments 

 

FertyQoL is a “validated instrument to measure quality of life in individuals 

experiencing fertility problems” (www.fertyqol.com).  

The questionnaire has 36 items: 2 are used for an overall evaluation of 

physical health and satisfaction with quality of life and 34 items -“Core F“ grouped 

in 4 subscales, 6 items each: Emotional, Mind-Body, Relational and Social.  

Music Therapy – here used the receptive music therapy (passive listening) 

inspired from Iamandescu Receptive Music Therapy Technique - the subjects were 

given a playlist with 16 classic musical fragments specified to have a relaxing or 

activating effect (Iamandescu, 2004). These fragments are composed by Mozart, 

Vivaldi, Mendelssohn Bartoldy, L.Van Beethoven, Robert Schumman, Jules 

Massenet, Serghei Rachmaninov, P.I. Ceaikovski, Debussi, Bach, and Chopin. The 

subjects have to sort the music according to their preferences in two secondary 

playlists: music having an activating/tonic/motivating effect and music with 

relaxation/calming effect. They have to listen the music each time they feel angry, 

anxious, irritated (relaxation music) or sad, depressed, hopeless, exhausted 

(activating music), or (if they do not feel as mentioned before) at leasts three times 

(sessions) a day, 30 minutes per session, according to their self perceived mood. 

 

3.3. Statistical Analysys 

 

We used SPSS version 20 for data analysis: Mean Scores, Standard Deviation, 

Independent t-Test. Data was analyzed with ANCOVA unifactorial, partial Eta-

squared for ANCOVA. 

 

3.4. Study stages 
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The subjects who gave informed consent filled in the quality of life 

questionnaire before starting medical treatment. Then they participated in 

psychological intervention sessions, with or without music therapy. 

The psychological intervention consists of cognitive behavioral protocol of 8 

sessions, based on primary prevention, psycho-education. The music sessions are 

self administrated by subjects at home any time they experience negative emotions, 

choosing the music they consider relaxing, calming or activating, tonic, optimistic. 

The objectives of the psychological intervention are: psychoeducation 

concerning psychologic aspects of infertility, coping strategies, improve decision 

making process, conflicts solving, crisis management, communication skills, 

discussing alternatives to assisted reproduction, stigma diminishing and 

elimination, using relaxation techniques, cognitive reframing, restructuring 

negative thinking and dysfunctional attitudes. 

The objectives of receptive music therapy are to identify and diminish the 

negative emotions such as anger, anxiety, sadness, depression, hopelessness, by 

listening the musical themes that the subjects choosed from the playlist to be 

adequate for each category of emotion. 

When the medical treatment is finished, all the subjects were asked again to 

fill in the quality of life questionnaire. We mention that this final evaluation took 

place before the pregnancy test taken; in order not to be influenced by the result. 

The final scores were compared between the two groups and with initial scores. 

 

4. RESULTS 

 

The initial mean values of Core FertyQoL and subscales are: CoreFertyQol 

56.43, Emotional 48.57, Mind-Body 62.61, Relational 58.3 and Social 56.22. As 

we already mention in a previous article (Haica C, 2018), after cognitive behavioral 

intervention the quality of life increases significantly. 

Final mean scores for grup 1 are CoreF 62.81, Emotional 50.57, Mind Body 

64.05, Relational 62.95, Social 63.51, and Group 2 (psychological intervention) 

mean scores are CoreF 60.60, Emotional 55.95, Mind Body 63.85, Relational 

62.14, and Social 60.59 (Figure 1). 

Multifactorial ANCOVA was used to analyse the effect of music therapy on 

life quality level (the final mean scores, statistically controlling the initial level of 

QoL).  

 
Figure1. Means  FertiQoL estimated (ANCOVA), function music therapy option 

 
  

 

     With music therapy 

No music therapy 

      Initial score 
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The results indicate a statistic significant difference in QoL scores function of 

the option for music therapy (when initial QoL level controlled) [f (1.143) = 

15.063, p<0.001].  

 
Table 1. Test ANCOVA – CoreF * Music therapy 

 

Source Type III Sum 

of Squares 

df Mean Square F Sig. Partial 

Eta 

Square

d 

Corrected 

Model 
13918.960a 2 6959.480 743.892 .000 .912 

Intercept 2604.189 1 2604.189 278.359 .000 .661 

coref 10304.353 1 10304.353 1101.422 .000 .885 

Music 

therapy. 
140.919 1 140.919 15.063 .000 .095 

Error 1337.837 143 9.356    

Total 567613.932 146     

Corrected 

Total 
15256.797 145 

    

 

There is a statistic significant difference between recalculated means of Core 

F of the two groups (p<0.001) 2.201 ± 1.121.  

Group 1 (psychological intervention plus music therapy) has a mean score on 

CoreF higer than Group 2. The effect is low (eta sqared = 0.095).  

 There is a significant difference on Emotional scale function of music therapy 

option [f (1.143) =14.369, p<0.001, and a statistic significant difference between 

recalculated means of Emotional scale of the two groups (p<0.001) 4.615 ± 2.406.  
Table 2. ANCOVA –Emotional* Music therapy 

Source Type III 

Sum of 

Squares 

df Mean 

Square 

F Sig. Partial Eta Squared 

Corrected 

Model 
16956.310a 2 8478.155 

180.75

6 
.000 .717 

Intercept 13948.784 1 13948.784 
297.39

1 
.000 .675 

coref 12617.109 1 12617.109 
269.00

0 
.000 .653 

Music 

therapy AP. 
673.950 1 673.950 14.369 .000 .091 

Error 6707.241 143 46.904    

Total 
512239.58

3 
146 
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Corrected 

Total 
23663.551 145 

    

a. R Squared = .717 (Adjusted R Squared = .713) 

 

Group 1 (psychological intervention plus music therapy) has a mean score  

at Emotional scale  higher than Group 2. The effect is low (eta sqared = 0.091) 

There is not a statistic significant difference on Mind-Body scale between the 

two groups, function of music therapy option [f (1.143) = 0.041, p>0.05]. 

There is not a statistic significant difference on Relational scale between the 

two groups, function of music therapy option, controlling the initial level of QoL [f 

(1.143) = 1.311, p>0.05]. 

There is a statistic significant difference, function of music therapy option [f 

(1.143) = 10.827, p<0.01], between recalculated means of Social scale (p<0.01) of 

2.925 ± 1.757. 

Group 1 (psychological intervention plus music therapy) has a mean score on 

Social scale higher than Group 2. The effect is low (eta sqared = 0.070). 

 

Discussions 

Group 1 (psychological intervention and music therapy) have higher level of 

QoL than Group 2. The research hypothesys is confirmed. 

Music therapy contribution is reflected in improving the way subjects 

experience negative emotions generated by fertility problems (emotional aspects), 

and improving the social interactions (social aspects). 

Music therapy associated with psychological intervention does not influence 

the way subjects experience negative physical symptoms (Mind body aspects), nor 

the way the couple relationship is affected by fertility problems (relational aspects). 

Adding music therapy to psychological intervention improves the therapy  

effect on  the QoL level due to music effect of reducing the negative emotions, and 

improving social relationship of infertile patients. 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

 

When patients participate to cognitive behavioral intervention and music 

therapy, the quality of  life level is higher than quality of life  level of patients that 

attend only  psychological intervention. Music therapy helps to improve the quality 

of life especially in its emotional and social aspects and it has no influence on 

couple relation, or mind body aspects affected by infertility. 

In conclusion, the music therapy associated with cognitive bahavioral therapy 

can be used to help infertile couples to better cope with emotional distress.  
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Abstract 

Taking into account the growing incidence of personality disorders in the general 

population and the daily life problems they lead to, we decided to study the prevalence of 

personality disorders among future psychologists.   

We used a test group of 89 subjects made up of psychology students and MA students 

of the Clinical Psychology and Counselling Psychology Master’s programme from the 

Hyperion University. In order to diagnose personality disorders we used the Structured 

Clinical Interview for DSM-IV Axis II Personality Disorders – SCID II (First et al, 2007). 

The results show that 53% of the subjects meet the criteria for personality disorder 

diagnosis, out of whom  20% have one personality disorder, 18% two personality disorders 

and 15% three or more personality disorders. The most common personality disorder 

among the psychology students is the obsessive compulsive disorder found in 35 of the 

subjects, representing 39.3% of the test group.  

 

    

Keywords: personality disorders, psychologists, diagnostic. 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Prevalence of personality disorders in the general population is approximately 

10% (Lenzenberger, Lane, Loranger, Kessler, 2007; Samuels, Eaton, Bienvenu et. 

al, 2002; Sansone and Sansone, 2011). 

Research carried out by Torgersen, Kringlen and Cramer (2001) on a group of 

2053 people aged 18 to 65 in Norway showed that the prevalence of personality 

disorders was 13.4% and the highest prevalence was among subjects with only 

high school education or less, and living without a partner. The most frequent were  

Corresponding author: Steliana Rizeanu 
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the avoidant, schizoid and paranoid personality disorders, the least common being  

the borderline. Zimmerman, Rothschild and Chelminski (2005) carried out research 

on a number of 859 psychiatric outpatients who were interviewed with the 

Structured Interview for DSM-IV Axis II Personality Disorders upon presentation 

for treatment. Results showed that 270 of them, amounting to 31.4% of the total 

group were diagnosed with one of the ten personality disorders officially 

recognized, the most common being avoidant, borderline and obsessive-

compulsive personality disorder. 

Research carried out by Gawda and Czubak (2017) in Poland on a group of 

1460 nonclinical people proved that 8.9% out of them had at least one personality 

disorder, the most prevalent being obsessive-compulsive (9.6%), narcissistic (7%), 

and borderline (7%).  

Research carried out by Chabrol and his collaborators (2001) on a group of  

60 high school students showed that 26.7% met the criteria for the borderline 

personality disorder diagnosis, 16.6% for depression and 10% for dependent 

personality disorders. The Longitudinal Study of Personality Disorders carried out 

by Sansone and Sansone (2011) analysed the prevalence of personality disorders in 

a university population of 2000 and concluded that overall prevalence of 

personality disorders in this young community sample was 11.0 percent. 

 

 

2. OBJECTIVE AND HYPOTHESES  

 

2.1. OBJECTIVE 

The main objective of the present paper is determining the prevalence of 

personality disorder among the future psychologists.  

 

2.2. HYPOTHESES 

Our hypothesis is that the prevalence of personality disorder among the future 

psychologists is higher than in the general population. 

 

3. METHOD  

 

3.1. PARTICIPANTS 

For this research we used a group of 89 psychology students and MA students 

from the Clinical Psychology and Counselling Psychology Master’s programme, 

from Hyperion University of Bucharest, aged 19 to 48, out of whom 9 male 

subjects – 10.1% and 80 female subjects, representing 89.9% of the experimental 

group. 

 

 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Gawda%20B%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=28558606
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3.2. INSTRUMENTS 

  In order to diagnose personality disorders we used the Structured Clinical 

Interview for DSM-IV Axis II Personality Disorders SCID II (First et al, 2007). 
 

 

4. RESULTS 

 

When applying the SCID II questionnaire, 47 out of the total number of 

subjects, representing 53% of the group, were diagnosed with personality 

disorders, out of whom 18 subjects (20%) with one personality disorder, 16 

subjects (18%) with two personality disorders and 13 subjects (15%) three or more 

personality disorders (figure 1). 

 
Figure 1.  Diagnosis with one or more personality disorders 

 

        The descriptive statistics on the number of the criteria obtain for each 

personality disorder in our group are shown in table 1.  

   The most frequent personality disorder within our experimental group is the 

obsessive-compulsive disorder found in 35 of the subjects, representing 39.3% of 

the total, followed by the narcissistic personality disorder diagnosed in 16 subjects 

(17.9% of the group), and the antisocial personality disorder diagnosed in 9 of the 

subjects (10.1%).  

Disorders 

Disorders or more 

Disorders 

Disorder 
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        Table 1. Descriptive statistics 

Descriptive Statistics 

 N Mini

mum 

Maxi

mum 

Mea

n 

Std. 

Deviat

ion 

    Skewness Kurtosis 

Stati

stic 

Stati

stic 

Stati

stic 

Stati

stic 

Statisti

c 

Statisti

c 

Std. 

Error 

Statisti

c 

Std. 

Error 

Avoidant 89 0 6 1.13 1.375 1.603 .255 2.668 .506 

Dependent 89 0 7 1.36 1.416 1.447 .255 2.330 .506 

Compulsive 89 0 8 3.19 1.833 .368 .255 -.402 .506 

Passive-

Agressive 
89 0 5 1.30 1.326 .855 .255 -.037 .506 

Depressive 89 0 4 .74 1.103 1.521 .255 1.623 .506 

Paranoid 89 0 5 1.10 1.415 1.197 .255 .469 .506 

Schizotypal 89 0 6 2.00 1.438 .657 .255 -.198 .506 

Schizoid 89 0 5 1.15 1.293 1.109 .255 .646 .506 

Histrionic 89 0 6 .99 1.133 1.557 .255 3.460 .506 

Narcissistic 89 0 10 2.78 2.315 .888 .255 .570 .506 

Borderline 89 0 9 1.70 2.019 1.731 .255 3.358 .506 

Antisocial 89 0 6 .67 1.213 2.217 .255 5.223 .506 

Valid N 

(listwise) 
89 

        

 

   Obsessive-compulsive personality disorder is characterized by perfectionism, 

order, high standards and rigid beliefs (Rowland, Jainer & Panchal, 2017). People 

with this disorder have unwanted and repeated thoughts and sensations and the 

study conducted by Rosa-Alcázar and her collaborators (2008) concluded that 

cognitive restructuring treatment is efficient for the reduction of obsessive-

compulsive symptoms.  The prevalence of this disorder in United States is between 

2.3% (Ruscio et al, 2010) and 7.8% (Grant, Mooney & Kushner, 2012) and it is 

associated with anxiety, mood disorders and impulse control disorders. 

Narcissistic personality disorder is a mental disorder characterized by 

exaggerated feelings of self-importance, great need for admiration, and a lack of 

empathy (Rizeanu, 2015). Prevalence of this disorder is around 6.2%, greater for 

men than for women (Stinson et al, 2008). 

Antisocial personality disorder has some characteristics such as: a lack of 

internal motivation to follow social rules, a long-term pattern of manipulating the 

rights of others without any remorse and relationship problems (McRae, 2013). Its 

lifetime prevalence is estimated to range from 1-4% of the general population 

(Lenzenweger et al, 2007; Trull et al, 2010). 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0022395612000106#!
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0022395612000106#!
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The last places are held by the depressive personality disorder, diagnosed in 0 

subjects, histrionic personality disorder – 1 subject and dependent personality 

disorder (8.9%), diagnosed in 3 subjects (3.4%), as seen in figure 2.  
 

Figure 2. Distribution of personality disorders 

 

 
 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

 

As it can clearly been seen from the results of the research, the prevalence of 

personality disorders among future psychologists is 53%, much higher than in the 

general population, where the prevalence estimates are between 6.1% (Huang et al, 

2009) and 9-10% (APA, 2013; Gawda & Czubak, 2017). The most frequent 

personality disorders in our experimental group are obsessive-compulsive disorders 

(39.3%), the narcissistic personality disorders and antisocial personality disorders. 

The findings of this study are consistent with the study conducted by Nachshoni 

and his collaborators (2008) on a sample of 128 professionals, included 63 
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psychologists and 65 social workers, where Axis II traits were reported by 73.4% 

of subjects, the three most frequent personality disorders being narcissistic, 

avoidant and obsessive-compulsive.   

Therefore it is highly recommended for all psychology students to take up a 

personal development within which to identify the possible emotional problems 

that might interfere with their future career as a psychologist (Patterson-Hyatt, 

2016). Also, gradated students should enter personal therapy and treatment during 

their training (Dearing, Maddux & Tangney, 2005). At present, cognitive 

behavioural therapy, with its component hypnotherapy, represents one of the most 

efficient personality disorder treatment methods (David, 2006; Holdevici, Crăciun, 

2018; Rizeanu, 2016, 2017). 
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Abstract 

The purpose of this meta-analytical study was to synthesize the results of resilience 

research over the last decade. Were taken into account the findings of about 90 studies 

worldwide, although there is no consensus regarding the definition of psychological 

resilience construct. Of the multitude of studies, those who have resilience in relation to 

health, well-being, emotional regulation and adaptability have been selected. Also selected 

were those studies that addressed the relationship between resilience and personality in the 

light of the theory of the five traits. Another important selection criterion was the approach 

from the point of view of systems involved in the world literature on resilience: the family 

system, the school system, the peer system, the cultural and societal systems, etc. The 

usefulness of this meta-analysis is to provide students and researchers with a useful 

theoretical and methodological basis in studying psychological resilience from the point of 

view of development theory, a synthesis of research to which their future research can 

relate. 

 

    

Keywords: resilience, personality, adaptation, development, adaptative systems, 

mental state, Big five. 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The term resilience, in a psychological sense, describes the individual's ability 

to overcome negative emotional experiences and to flexibly adapt to the changing 

demands of stressful or potentially traumatic experiences (Block, 2002; Bonnano, 

Westphal, and Mancini, 2011; Diehl et al., 2012), those generating anxiety and 

depression (Weiss et all., 2008; Bitsika et al., 2010). 
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Over the past decade, research and psychological interventions on developing 

child and adolescent resilience have drawn the attention of an increasing number of 

experts in psychology, psychopathology, sociology, biology and even cognitive 

neuroscience. The relationship between resilience and mental health has always 

been a topic of interest in various disciplines. Researchers have conducted 

numerous theoretical and empirical studies that have led to various conclusions 

about this construct, but there is no uniform operational definition and 

methodology appropriate for its study. 

Current definitions of resilience include three guidelines: the trait, the 

outcome, and the process. The orientation of resilience-trait suggests that resilience 

is a personality trait that helps individuals cope with adversity and achieve good 

adaptation and development. Researchers who support this view see resilience as a 

personality trait that prepares individuals against the hypothetical impact of 

adversity or traumatic events (Connor & Davidson, 2003). 

Outcome orientation defines resilience as a function or behavioral outcome 

that helps individuals recover from adversity/trauma (Harvey and Delfabbro, 

2004).Process assessment addresses resilience as a dynamic process in which 

individuals adapt quickly and recover from major adversities or traumas (Fergus 

and Zimmerman, 2005). The debate on the concept of resilience is very important 

because it helps us to be realistic in determining the boundaries of research and 

clarifying from one study to another their nature, direction and veracity. 

Conceptual discrepancies impede the evaluation and comparison of research 

results, exclude meta-analysis and make it difficult to operationalize the construct 

for measurement purposes. Therefore, the meta-analysis referred to in this article 

only includes research on resilience as a personality trait and its role in the well-

being and excludes studies using other conceptual definitions of resilience. 

A review of the resilience measurement scales suggests that there are four 

broad-based scales with good psychometric evaluations, with Cronbach alpha 

greater than .75, namely the Connor-Davidson Resilience Scale - CD-RISC 

(Connor and Davidson, 2003) , the Dispositional Resiliency Scale-DRS (Bartone, 

2007), Ego-Resiliency Scale - ERS (Block, 2002) and Resilience Scale-RS 

(Wagnild, 2009). 

 

2. OBJECTIVE AND HYPOTHESES  

2.1. OBJECTIVE 

The meta-analysis of resilience and personality / mental state studies 

published during 2006-2017. 

 

2.2. HYPOTHESES 

It was assumed that there are significant relationships between the resilience 

ability of children and adolescents and their personality traits in the Big Five 

model. We also assume that resilience is an important indicator of well-being. 
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3. METHOD  

3.1. SELECTION OF STUDIES 

The documentation was carried out in three stages. First of all, we took into 

account the articles written in English and I chose the databases and keywords of 

the electronic library by February 2018. ELSEVIER ScienceDirect, EBSCO, 

(ERIC) Proquest, Google Scholar, JSTOR, PsycINFO, PubMed , Scopus, Web of 

Science, SAGE were selected.  

Selected keywords were possible combinations of resilience, personality, 

adaptation, development, adaptive systems, mental state, Big Five. It was searched 

for articles that using the Big Five (Costa and McCrae, 1992; John, 2008; Cetin et 

al., 2015; Miller and Harrington, 2011; Nakaya, 2006; Shi et al., 2015) to assess 

personality and only articles that used these scales or are based on the Big Five 

model were considered. 

Secondly, it was searched for full-text articles and where this was not possible 

(despite direct request to the digital library or author), it was used the data from the 

authors' research syntheses, it was identified works and articles presented at 

different events (conferences, symposiums, communication sessions). Also it was 

considered the analysis of previous meta-analysis bibliographies.  

The third step was to analyze the collected studies and filter them based on 

the inclusion and exclusion criteria. 

 

3.2. INCLUSION CRITERIA 

The inclusion criteria were the following: peer-reviewed studies published in 

specialist journals, indexed in prestigious databases, studies in which resilience was 

assessed as a personality trait, studies in which the participants were children and 

adolescents, studies that reported the coefficients of Pearson correlation between 

traitability and other personality factors, between resilience and indicators of well-

being and mental health (Baek et al., Masten, 2012, 2010; Pietrzak et al., 2010; 

Norman et al., 2006; Bruwer, 2008), measured with valid psychometric methods. 

Only studies published between January 2006 and December 2017 were introduced 

in the meta-analysis. 

 

3.3. VARIABLES CODING AND DATA ANALYSIS 

The following information was encoded for each study: 1. the author, 2. the 

year of publication, 3. the number of participants, 4. the age, 5. the gender, 6. the 

personality pattern of the Big Five, 7. the health indicators, 8. Pearson Correlation 

Index. 

In this article it were presented the results regarding the relationships between 

resilience and personality traits, resilience and positive / negative indicators of 

mental state. For the data analysis it was used Comprehensive Meta-Analysis 2.0. 
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4. RESULTS 

4.1. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE STUDY 

 

90 studies were processed, totalling 62350 participants. The average age was 

16.47 years. The number of independent samples varied from study to study, 

between 1 and 8. 52 dimensions (personality traits, mental status indicators, and 

demographic data) were calculated. 

 

4.2. RESILIENCE AND PERSONALITY 

Bivariate meta-analytical relationships between global resilience and the five 

personality traits of the Big Five model have been reported. The overall hypothesis 

was that resilience is moderately correlated with each personality trait in the 5 

Factors model. 

Specific hypotheses presumed that emotional stability, openness to experience 

and extraversion would produce the highest correlations with global resilience. 

Thus, resilience was much correlated with emotional stability (p = .62, k = 87) and 

openness to experience (p = .55, k = 84). However, the relationship with 

extraversion was somewhat lower (p = .46, k = 88), and the relationship with 

conscientiousness was correlated to the most significant of the five major features 

(p = .66, k = 81). Agreeability also correlated with global resilience (p = .38, k = 

80). The confidence interval was 95% for all five features. 

The relative weights of resilience variance have been calculated according to 

personality traits (Table 2). 

Table 1. Correlations between resilience and personality traits 
Resilience-trait k N r ρ SDρ 

Emotional stability 87 54 712 .54 .62 .35 

Agreeability 80 47.206 .34 .38 .07 

Extraversion 88 55.329 .39 .46 .09 

Conscientiousness 81 47. 608 .55 .66 .32 

Opening 84 50 286 .47 .55 .21 

 

Table 2. The relative weight of prediction of personality-resilience factor 
Big five traits +/- Resilience % R2 

Emotional stability + 16.8 

Agreeability + 8.2 

Extraversion + 19.3 

Conscientiousness + 39.7 

Opening + 32.3 

Total R2  96.4 
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4.3. RESILIENCE AND MENTAL STATE 

Criteria for psychological status were relatively numerous, over 30. For 

practical purposes, they have been reduced to two criteria: positive status indicators 

and negative status indicators (Amler, 2015; Bathke, 2011; Cohen 2014; Davydov, 

2010; Fitzke, 2015; Harding, 2014). 

In most studies, mental health has been measured with questionnaires 

dedicated to psychological distress, such as anxiety scale (k = 56), depression (k = 

61) or distress (k = 33). Additionally, life quality scales (k = 21), quality of 

emotional functioning (k = 8), well-being (k = 24) were used. We list some of the 

tools used: HADS, BSI-18, BSCL, GAD-7, STAI, BDI-II, RSC, SAS. Table 3 

presents the data from the analysis of the correlations between resilience and 

mental state. 

For the purpose of this meta-analysis, it has been calculated the weighted 

average (r), sample size (k), 95% confidence intervals, and total homogeneity 

statistics using a fixed-effect model.  

As assumed, the results showed a negative correlation between resilience and 

negative indicators of psychic status, and a positive correlation between resilience 

and positive indicators. The mean correlation between the resilience and the 

negative results was -537 (p <0.001, k = 43), the correlation between resistance and 

positive mental status indicators was .479 (p <0.001, k = 43). These dimensions of 

the effect are considered as medium-effect dimensions. 

Table 3. Correlations between resilience and mental state 
Mental state k N r df p 

positive 43 53.470 .479 42 .001 

negative 61 32.478 -.537 60 .0001 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

 

The meta-analysis presented in this article investigated 90 studies on the 

relationship between resilience as a personality trait and psychological state. The 

following results were found: 

1. The trait resilience is moderately correlated with all the personality traits 

according to the Big Five model: r = - 37 (with Neurotism), r = .39 (with 

Extraversia), r = .31 (with Opening), r = with Agility), r = .41 (with 

Conscientiousness). 

2. Trait resilience has been correlated with negative mental status indicators 

(frustration, depression, anxiety and negative affects) and directly correlated with 

positive indicators of good mental state (life satisfaction and emotions and positive 

feelings) (Zelenski et al., 2013). 

The operationalization of resilience as a personality trait involved in the 

ability to cope with adversity is essential for both research and therapeutic 

approaches. This is directly related to efforts to study the relationship between the 
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relatively stable internal feature, which is resilience and well-being. Using meta-

analysis, this study analyzed 90 empirical studies to examine the quantitative 

relationship between personality trait resilience in terms of the Big Five model and 

positive and negative state of mind. The results showed that resistance is 

moderately correlated with all five personality traits (Fiborg et al., 2005; Wilt et 

all., 2012). Resilience was also correlated inversely with negative mental health 

indicators and correlated directly with positive mental health indicators. In other 

words, the resilience was lower in people who have had multiple rates of 

depression, anxiety, behavioural or emotional negative and higher for people with 

higher levels of life satisfaction and positive emotions (Cloninger et al, 2012). The 

magnitude of the effect for these results was average. 

Resilience favours mental health, reduces or limits the negative impact of 

adversity or exposure to traumatic events. In addition, resilience seems to provide 

protection against the negative effects of events in everyday life and improves 

people's ability to cope with potential threats. In fact, resilience is a positive way of 

adapting to the conditions of adversity (Meichenbaum, 2005), to create a biological 

and psychological balance in the face of hazard-dominated conditions. It is 

therefore very important that it be developed with priority for children and 

adolescents. 
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Abstract: Silence, the Inner Silence or Hesychia, is the legacy of the desert fathers. As 

essential elements of the Hesychast spirituality, it can be mention the awareness and the 

sense of grace. When prayer is from the soul, words are not necessary, a complete silence 

and tranquility reigns in the soul and a complete peace filling the body, which halts any 

movement and agitation. Inner silence is the absence of any inner movements either of 

thoughts or emotions, being in a state of full alertness. The aim of the study was to 

demonstrating the effectiveness of individual strenghs activation techniques by applying 

somatic and psychic techniques of Hesychast-type and the detection of the most appropriate 

ways of implementing them. There is a statistically significant effect of them on the human 

being. This effect translates into greater memory capacity and a more significant ability to 

keep focus on a goal. The multi-variated analysis applied has resulted in the fact that the 

respiratory technique is decisive in obtaining the effect, while the manner in which it runs, 

with mental focus on counting and with mental focus on a structure with special spiritual 

semantic elements, does not have a statistically significant effect. 

   

Keywords: Hesychia, Inner Silence, spirituality, respiratory technique. 

 

 

1. THE SILENCE OF HESYCHAST PRAYER 

 

 Silence, Stillness, the Inner Silence or Hesychia, is the legacy of the desert 

fathers. Happily they were inspired by the Phylokalia in the practice of discipline in 

the evolution of the inner life by invoking diligently, unceasingly, the name of Jesus. 

This is the “Prayer of the heart”, also called “the Jesus prayer” or “pure Prayer”. 
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“Lord, Jesus Christ, Son of God, have mercy on me the sinner” (Ware, 1995) 

as a technique, has its origins the urges: 

• “The kingdom of God is within you”  

• “Pray continually”  

• “Persevere in prayer” (Ware, 1995) 

Saint John of the Ladder (+ 649) founded the art mono-logical technique 

reduced to a single word “Jesus” in his work “The Ladder to Paradise”. He points 

out that the state of inner quiet, emotional and cognitive produced by action of 

meditation in silence on the name of Jesus it is not an end in itself. Hesychia, through 

the purity of heart, repentance and sobriety, wakefulness or heart attention creates 

the premises for practicing these virtues. 

Hesychasm was organized in Athos, in the 12th-14th centuries and it’s 

intrinsically tied to theology, to “uncreated character of taboric light” and direct 

experimentation of the glory of God (Tomoioagă, 2015). As essential elements of 

the Hesychast spirituality, Saint Symeon the New Theologian emphasizes the 

awareness and the sense of grace, and Saint Gregory Palamas, on direct 

contemplation of the Uncreated glory. 

When prayer is from the soul, words are not necessary because then we pray in 

a complete silence and tranquility reigns in the soul and a complete peace filling the 

body, which halts any movement and agitation. In those moments, time disappears 

and it stands before the Lord, completely open to the end in the act of worship. 

Inner silence is the absence of any inner movements either of thoughts or 

emotions, being in a state of full alertness and opening up to Divinity. This silence, 

called by the ancient Fathers as Hesychia, is the starting point and a crown of life in 

prayer (Sheldrake, 2007). In this respect, the Inner Silence is a state in which both 

the powers of the soul and the body are in complete peace, tranquility and silence. It 

is a state of complete vigilance, in a freedom beyond any agitation and movement. 

 

2. OBJECTIVES AND HYPOTHESES 

 

2.1. OBJECTIVES 

The aim of the study was to demonstrating the effectiveness of individual 

strengths activation techniques by applying somatic and psychic techniques of 

Hesychast-type and the detection of the most appropriate ways of implementing 

them, in order to optimize the human performance improvement process. 

 

2.2. HYPOTHESES 

1. Subjects whose own potentials have been activated by applying specific 

techniques record significant increases in concentrated attention levels and visual 

and auditory memory measured by FVW test. 
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2. Applying the Hesychast-type techniques results in significantly better 

performance in concentrated attention levels and visual and auditory memory 

measured by FVW. 

 

3. METHOD 

 

3.1. PARTICIPANTS 

The experiment was attended by 24 subjects aged between 18 and 23 (m = 19.8, 

SD = 1.86), students of the University of Bucharest. 

 

3.2. INSTRUMENTS 

The FVW Test - Continuous visual recognition, for assessing the performance 

of memory and attention of each subject (Puhr, 2003), was used to measure human 

performance. Pictures of concrete objects, numbers, words, meaningless syllables, 

letter or number combinations or hard-to-verbalize shapes are displayed. Half of the 

images involve verbal material and half non-verbal material. The respondent’s task 

is to decide whether he is seeing an item for the first time or whether it has appeared 

previously.  The following main variables are scored: 

1. Number of hits: The number of correctly recognized items. 

2. Number of false positives: The number of “yes” answers for distractors – 

i.e. an item that has so far only been presented once is classed as having been 

presented twice. 

3. Mean reaction time hits (in seconds). 

Statistical processing was done with the SPSS 20 package. 

 

3.3. PROCEDURE 

Two activation techniques were used each in two ways. These were:   

1.  Lower pelvis muscle contraction exercise (LPM)  

The technique was studied in 1994 at the Institute of Applied Biocybernetics 

and Feedback Research from Vienna (Eggetsberger and Eggetsberger, 1994) where 

the energy currents generated during this exercise were highlighted. 

The state of vitality and health requires good circulation at the level of the 

energy system. It also implies a good circulation of the energy in the lung, which in 

the physical plane implies a correct and complete breathing. It can be said that, in 

order to stimulate energy circulation, a special effect has the contraction exercise of 

the lower basin muscle. The work phases of the exercise are as follows: 

A relaxed, straight attire is adopted to create the possibility of good energy 

circulation. 

To feel the work area repeatedly strain the lower pelvis muscle. It feels very 

good as it raises the respective muscle. 

Strain the muscle and maintain it during inspiration. 
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Keep tense in the interval after the inspiration (about two seconds inspirational 

apnea) and become aware of this pause. 

Relaxes during the expiration. 

Keep the muscle relaxed during the break after exhale (expiratory apnea). 

Become aware of this pause. 

Continue by contracting the muscle during the inspiration. 

Work at least ten respiratory cycles. 

The visible effects of the LPM contraction exercise are: progressive 

improvement of physical and mental health, thinking works more complex, 

enhancing intuition, creativity, learning capacity, balancing, synchronizing the 

functioning of both cerebral hemispheres in the alpha state with the whole context 

of beneficial effects resulting from such a state of consciousness (Eggetsberger and 

Eggetsberger, 1994). 

After a period of practice you can feel different manifestations in the physical 

body, such as: tingling or pressure, sometimes even mild pain in the spine and on the 

forehead, in the intraocular area. These are the physical signals of energy stimulated 

by the activation of the lower pelvis muscle (LPM). Thus, the fundamental energy 

circulation is achieved at the physical body level (Manolea and Manolea, 1998). 

2. Exercise to achieve abdominal breathing by running the pelvis forward-

backward 

Seated in the chair with the your back straight, a rotating movement of the pelvis 

from the back to the front is performed with the movement origin in the coxo-femoral 

joint. Through this movement is obtained the running of the pelvis on the gluteus 

muscles, the strong emphasis of the lordosis (curvature of the lumbar area of the 

spine), inflate the abdomen, the diaphragm descends and a very profound inspiration 

is obtained. Once the maximum possible to the front has been reached, the same 

movement is performed but this time in reverse backwards (Manolea and Manolea, 

1996). 

The entire spine is curved emphasing the lordosis and the kyphosis. A total air 

discharge is achieved; the back area is round. The head keeps up always vertical. 

The process is resumed; inspiration and expiration are done on the nose. 

If the basin is running with a small amplitude, but through a faster movement, 

it is observed that the upper part of the respiratory system is more active, which is 

reflected in the stronger energization of the upper body. 

The techniques were applied in four ways, each experimental group (of six 

subjects) addressing one way: 

Manner A: The exercise was performed on cognitive concentration with mental 

counting of the times corresponding to the stages of respiration. 

Manner B: The exercise was performed on mental focus on a linguistic structure 

with particular spiritual significance – the Hesychast prayer. 
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Manner C: The exercise was accompanied by the running of the pelvis and the 

cognitive focus on the mental counting of the times corresponding to the stages of 

respiration. 

Manner D: The exercise was accompanied by the running of the basin and the 

mental focus on a linguistic structure with particular spiritual significance - the 

Hesychast prayer.  

The FWV test was applied in a test-retest manner, before and after performing 

Hesychast techniques. 

 

3.4.  EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 

The experimental design was the 2x2-type, factorial plane-type with two 

factors, applied in two levels. It was thus possible to determine both the effect of 

applied techniques taken separately (the main effect) and how they interact. 

The independent variables (factors) were Respiratory Technique (with 

contraction of the lower pelvis muscle (RLPM) and with the contraction of the lower 

pelvis muscle and the running of the pelvis (RLPM - RP)) and the Application 

Manner (with mental focus on counting (MFCounting)) and with mental focus on a 

structure with special spiritual semantic elements (MFSSSE). 

The modalities presented in brackets are the levels in which the factors apply. 

Hence the name of the factorial plan 2x2, i.e. an experimental plan in which two 

independent variables are studied, each with two levels. Thus, four unifactorial 

experiments are actually contained in this experiment. 

The dependent variables were obtained by applying the FVW test, being the 

following: Number of hits, Number of incorect positive, Mean reaction time hits.  

 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

For testing the first hypothesis a t test for pair samples was performed. The test 

result had statistical significance for the variable Mean_reaction_time_hits (t(23)=-

0,449, p=0,00<0,05) and had no statistical significance for the variables 

Number_of_hits (t(23)=1,54, p=,014>0,05) and Number_of_incorect_positive 

(t(23)=-0,62, p=0,54>0,05). So it can be said that the subjects of the experiment 

became faster in reactions on average by 0.13 seconds, and hypothesis 1 was partially 

verified. 

To test hypothesis 2, a multivariate analysis was performed to test whether there 

is any difference between the groups of subjects created by the interaction of the two 

factors Respiratory Technique and Application Manner. 

Following the application of the MANOVA test (table 1) it resulted that the 

variability of dependent variables is given by the Respiratory Technique variable 

(F=4.54, p=0.19<0.05), while the Application Manner (F=2.00, p=0.165>0.05) does 

not have a significant effect on dependent variables. 
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At the same time the cumulative effect of the two independent variables is 

significant (F=6.94, p=0.00<0.05). 

The multi-variated analysis applied to the growth techniques of the human 

performance has resulted in the fact that the respiratory technique is decisive in 

obtaining the effect. 
Table 1 The results of the multivariate analysis 

Multivariate test results 

Effect Value F Hypothesis 

df 

Error df Sig. 

Intercept Pillai's Trace 1,00 30642,58b 13,00 8,00 ,000 

Wilks' 

Lambda 
,00 30642,58b 13,00 8,00 ,000 

Hotelling's 

Trace 
49794,19 30642,58b 13,00 8,00 ,000 

Roy's Largest 

Root 
49794,19 30642,58b 13,00 8,00 ,000 

Respiratory_Technique Pillai's Trace ,88 4,54b 13,00 8,00 ,019 

Wilks' 

Lambda 
,12 4,54b 13,00 8,00 ,019 

Hotelling's 

Trace 
7,38 4,54b 13,00 8,00 ,019 

Roy's Largest 

Root 
7,38 4,54b 13,00 8,00 ,019 

Application_Manner Pillai's Trace ,76 2,00b 13,00 8,00 ,165 

Wilks' 

Lambda 
,24 2,00b 13,00 8,00 ,165 

Hotelling's 

Trace 
3,25 2,00b 13,00 8,00 ,165 

Roy's Largest 

Root 
3,25 2,00b 13,00 8,00 ,165 

Respiratory_Technique 

* Application_Manner 

Pillai's Trace ,92 6,94b 13,00 8,00 ,00 

Wilks' 

Lambda 
,08 6,94b 13,00 8,00 ,00 

Hotelling's 

Trace 
11,28 6,94b 13,00 8,00 ,00 

Roy's Largest 

Root 

11,28 6,94b 13,00 8,00 ,00 

 

While the manner in which it runs (with mental focus on counting 

(MFCounting) and with mental focus on a structure with special spiritual semantic 

elements (MFSSSE)) does not have a statistically significant effect. Thus we 

concluded that the hypothesis 2 was rejected. Anyway, these techniques were 

effective, registering positive changes in the human performance by improving the 

performance to the FVW test, which measures the skills of memory and attention 
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and their interaction. By applying a complex of Hesychast-type techniques to 

increase human performance, we have shown that there is a statistically significant 

effect on the human being. This effect translates into greater memory capacity and a 

more significant ability to keep focus on a goal. 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

 

Therefore, we found a set of Hesychast type techniques for activating the 

potential of the human being. They improve the level of awareness of subjects 

through increased skills related to memory and attention that can lead to increased 

human performance. By studying the difference between the techniques applied by 

testing using the variance analysis of the dependent variables MANOVA, we have 

shown that there is a difference between them as regards the independent variable, 

Respiratory Technique, while from the point of view of the variable the Application 

Manner has not been recorded any significant difference. This implies the use of the 

simplest method of application of the more effective breathing technique, namely 

breathing with the contraction of the lower basin muscle and running the pelvis with 

the mental counting of the times of respiration. 

It can be said that without the presence of awareness, we would not even know 

that our own perceptions exist. But this does not mean that we are always aware of 

each of them, because this is dictated by the phenomenon on which we are pointing 

our attention, or focusing our minds. The sensations detected by the body, the 

thoughts and the mental images appear in the mind and we can become aware of 

them only by directing our attention to them. Therefore, awareness is like a screen 

on which all thoughts and sensations appear, and the mind becomes aware of them 

by focusing on them. The mind is a tool for solving problems, storing, extracting and 

processing information, as well as evaluating the data provided by our senses. It 

achieves this by focusing on certain sensations, thoughts and mental images that are 

present in memory and process them. Therefore there is a very strong link between 

awareness and the qualities of attention and memory.  
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Abstract 

The present paper describes the relationship between burnout as measured by the 

Maslach Burnout Inventory (Maslach, Jackson, & Leiter, 1996) and the Big Five 

personality factors (Costa & McCrae, 1992): neuroticism, extraversion, agreeableness, 

openness, conscientiousness and their associated sub-factors (facets), in case of people that 

voluntarily choose to have an additional job, apart from a main full-time job. The results of 

4 separate stepwise multiple regression analyses showed that (a) emotional exhaustion is 

mostly predicted by Agreeableness; (b) Depersonalization is predicted by Agreeableness 

and Conscientiousness; and (c) Reduced Professional Accomplishment is predicted by 

Extraversion, Conscientiousness, but not by Neuroticism. Results and discussions presented 

rely on a revision of the literature.  

    

Keywords: Big-Five, Personality Factors, Personality Facets, Burnout, Full-Time 

Employees, Additional-Job Holders 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

  

Organizational realities are challenged to answer to the tremendous dynamics in 

and outside work setting. People are becoming more and more eager to compete as 

they are, sometimes, forced to respond to continuously increasing requests coming 

from employers, the political contexts or, even, age differences. Different aspects 

of personality contribute to the prediction of various results within the 

organization, personality being a decisive factor also to the development of certain 
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types of behaviours which are on the focus and heading the lines on the 

companies’ HR agenda, in their need to secure their talent and attract the best 

resources still available on the market. Personality had proven to be connected with 

behaviours such as organizational commitment (Erdheim, Wang & Zickar, 2006), 

performance at work and work satisfaction (Judge, Heller & Mount, 2002; Judge, 

Klinger, Simon, & Yang, 2008; Barrick & Mount, 1991; Brief, Butcher & 

Roberson, 1995). Organizational results that could be seen as rather negative in the 

work environment, such as stress and organizational burnout, were also proved to 

be connected with the personality factors (Bakker, van der Zee, Lewig & Dollard, 

2006).   

Still, most of the authors are conducting their studies taking in consideration the 

personality structure limited at the factor level only, rarely approaching the sub-

factors, or facets level. The logistics involved, time consumed and other resources, 

normally, limited, in the data collection phase of a study, could justify the lack to 

depth in the research, even if it was observable that that personality was usually 

measured by simple off-the-shelf measures of convenience (Hogan, 1990) and that 

the literature still did not provide, at least, until few years ago, a coherent picture of 

the relationship between personality and burnout (Bakker, 2008).   

One of the potential benefits to involve in the study the elements of the 

personality factors is connected with the practical interventions that the studies 

could suggest, such as tailoring certain development programmes in the 

organizations to meet the employees’ expectations, but most of all, to be suitable to 

their personality structure.   

Another very important aspect to be underlined was confirmed in a  study 

conducted by Judge, Rodell, Klinger, Simon & Crawford (2013), which argue that 

the personality features, at the level of personality facet, predict with the high 

accuracy the behaviours at work (for instance, performance with workload, 

contextual performance) as against the personality features at factor level.  

It has been confirmed, for instance, that 41% of the variance of the affective 

commitment was represented by a model including all personality factors, with the 

exception of Neuroticism. The latter, as factor along with its facets (except for the 

Impulsivity facet), negatively correlated with the affective commitment 

(Țânculescu, 2017). Also, as stated above, in other studies, (N) has proven to have 

a negative correlation with important results at organizational level, such as 

performance at work and work satisfaction (Judge et al., 2002; Barrick & Mount, 

1991; Brief et al., 1995).  

If we consider the implications personality have in maintain and promote 

certain healthy behaviours in the organization or, on the contrary, in fighting 

against negative implications such as burnout, occupational stress and intention to 

leave, there are also several studies presenting significant correlations. As noted, 

Schaufeli & Enzmann (1998) counted more than one hundred burnout studies in 

the literature that included one or two constructs from a long list of lower level 
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personality variables. Examples of these personality variables are hardiness, locus 

of control; Type A behavior, self-esteem, and achievement motivation (Bakker et. 

al, 2008).  

In the current study we considered personality as described, in the five factor 

model (Costa & McCrae, 1984, 2008; McCrae, 1992), as long with the thirty facets 

of those five factors, six for each of the factors. The factors are best understandable 

in terms of five opposite pairs or continuum intervals between: (I) Extraversion (E) 

opposite to Introversion, (II) Agreeableness (A) opposite to Hostility, (III) 

Conscientiousness (C) opposite to Lack of Conscientiousness, (IV) Emotional 

Stability opposite to Neuroticism (N) and (V) Openness to Experience (O) or 

Intellect/Autonomy  opposite to Lack of Openness to Experience or Lack of to 

Intellect/ Autonomy.  

Also, we take into consideration, in the current study, when discussing about 

occupational burnout, or burnout at work, we refer to the psychological syndrome 

of emotional exhaustion, cynicism /depersonalization and reduced 

personal/professional accomplishment (Maslach, 1993). By Exhaustion (or, 

sometimes, found as Emotional Exhaustion) (EXH) it is understood a state of 

overextension, both emotionally and physically, draining, the feeling of being used 

up and unable to unwind and recover (Maslach & Leiter, 1997). Cynicism (CYN) 

is a cold, distant attitude toward work (for the purpose of the current research, we 

referred at it as Cynicism) and toward people on the job (we referred at it as 

Depersonalization) (DEP). Finally, Ineffectiveness or Lack of /Reduced 

Professional Accomplishment (RPA), is encountered when people feel a growing 

sense of inadequacy, losing confidence in their ability to make a difference, finally, 

losing confidence in themselves and losing the others’ credit regarding confidence 

in them (Maslach & Leiter, 1997). 

It was found that out of the Big Five personality dimensions only (N) 

significantly predicted EXH, as well as negative correlation between (E) and DEP 

(Zellars, Perrewe & Hochwarter, 2000, Bakker, 2008). On the other hand, there are 

several studies shown that (E) is negatively associated with EXH (Michielsen, 

Willemsen, Croon, De Vries & Van Heck, 2004; Eastburg, Williamson, Gorsuch & 

Ridley, 1994). Also, Lingard (2003) reported social extraversion and action 

extraversion to be negatively associated with CYN and Bakker et al. (2008) 

demonstrated that (E) was negatively related to EXH and DEP and positively 

related to personal accomplishment.  

For us, it was important to understand how much variance can be found 

explaining the burnout from the person (personality) side, since it was argued that 

more than the person’s individual features (including personality, we presumed), 

the burnout was the result of a certain social environment in which people work 

(Maslach & Leiter, 1997).  

Also, it was said that burnout is thriving in the workplace because there is 

a major mismatch between the nature of the job and the nature of the person who 
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does the job, one of the most obvious indication of this mismatch being the work 

overload. Among other important indicators for this mismatch we saw the lack of 

control over one’s work, the lack of reward for contributions on the job and a value 

conflict, when employees experience a clash with their personal values (Maslach & 

Leiter, 1997).  

Later on  the paper we are going to come back to these potential causes of 

burnout, especially when mentioned in the relationship with some of the 

participants demographical information.  

       For now, we underline the importance of assessing the personality at the 

facets’ level, since the importance of aspects like self-discipline, openness to 

discussing /negotiating values, trust and impulsivity (to name just four out of 

potentially thirty) that we found in the literature connected with burnout, could not 

be assessed since we would only talk about the larger factors that include them, 

such as (C), (O), (A) or (N). 

 

2. STUDY OBJECTIVES AND HYPOTESIS  

2.1. OBJECTIVES 

Building on the assumption of a study exploring the relationship between 

(a) the Big Five factors of personality and (b) burnout in volunteers, that the risk of 

burnout may differ not only across situations but also across individuals (Bakker 

et. al, 2008), the present study aims to understand how could the individuals that 

have chosen to have a second job be impacted by burnout. 

Therefore, we would determine the individual contribution of the 

personality factors and sub-factors (facets) on each of the four burnout dimensions, 

in the case of people choosing to have an additional, second job.  

 

2.2. HYPOTHESES 

Taking into account the above theoretical considerations we formulate the 

following hypotheses: 

Hypothesis 1: (E) will be negatively related to EXH, DEP and CYN as well as 

negatively related to RPA. 

Hypothesis 2: (A) will be negatively associated with burnout (EXH, CYN, 

DEP, and RPA). 

Hypothesis 3: There will be a negative relationship between (C) and RPA. 

Hypothesis 4: Negative relationships will exist between (N) and all four burnout 

dimensions. 

Hypothesis 5: There will be a negative relationship between (O) and both CYN 

and DEP, as well as (O) and RPA. 

3. THE METHOD 

  

3.1. PARTICIPANTS 
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The present study used a total of 181 subjects from Romania (60.2% women; 

age between 22 and 66 years old, M = 41.96, SD = 9.82). The data were collected 

among the insurance brokers of a company activating in insurance sector. The 

respondents have completed an online survey, using a virtual testing platform. 

The recruitment and inclusion of the online subjects were made on a voluntary 

basis, under confidentiality assurance. Self-declared level of income of the 

participants is shown in Table 1. 

 
Table 1. Level of income (N=181) 

 % 

Level of income   

 We have more than enough, we could even save up (%) 7.2 

 We have enough so we can manage our daily life (%) 57.5 

 We don’t have enough and we face difficulties in our daily life (%) 33.1 

 We have serious financial difficulties and we barely can manage (%) .6 

 

3.2. MEASURES 

All measures were Romanian versions translated according to recommended 

testing guidelines (Hambleton, 2005). 

Personality. We used the NEO-PIR Personality Questionnaire (Costa & 

McCrae, 1992), the revised form for Romania (Iliescu, Minulescu, Nedelcea & 

Ispas, 2009). The participants completed Form S of the questionnaire (for self-

assessment), containing 240 items, to which the answer was collected on a 5-point 

scale. The questionnaire has 30 sub-scales (facets), each served by eight items and 

five large factors, each of six sub-scales, respectively: (N) (α = .86), (E) (α = .82), 

(O) (α = .77), Agreeability (α = .67) and (C) (α = .86). Respondents could give 

their answers on a 5-point Likert-type scale ranging from 1 = Strongly Disagree to 

5 = Totally Agree. 

Organizational Burnout. We used Maslach Burnout Inventory, namely two 

versions of the instrument: MBI-General Survey (Schaufeli, Leiter, Maslach, & 

Jackson, 1996), from which we scored the three scales: EXH (α = .89), CYN (α = 

.66) and Professional inefficacy (α = .82) and MBI- Human Services Survey (HSS, 

Maslach & Jackson, 1981), from which, we scored DEP (α = .82). When using 

MBI-GS, positively framed items on the professional efficacy subscale were 

rephrased negatively, so that we measured professional inefficacy.  

DATA ANALYSIS  

The hypotheses were tested using the SPSS program. Each of the four 

dimension of burnout was analyzed separately. Based on the correlation matrix 

included in table 2 we have eliminated, for the prediction of each burnout 

dimension, the value scales that did not correlate with the respective type of 

burnout dimension. The facets that did remain in the analysis were introduced as 

predictors in the regression procedure, using the stepwise method, and the four 

dimensions of burnout were introduced as dependent variables.  
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To test Hypotheses 1–5, we conducted a series of stepwise regression analyses 

with the personality factors as predictors and the burnout dimensions as the 

criterion variables. To eliminate as much as possible the eventual biases in creating 

and testing the determined models by using the stepwise method, we analyzed the 

residual values, we verified the data base to identify the outlier values. All obtained 

values have met the necessary conditions in order to avoid multicollinearity. 

 

4. RESULTS 

4.1. DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS 

Table 2 shows (a) the means and standard deviations of the burnout variables 

and (b) the correlations between burnout and personality factors and sub-factors. 

For layout purposes and easiness to consult the results, we placed the dependent 

variables on the columns and the independent variables on the rows.  

 

4.2. REGRESSION ANALYSES OF BURNOUT ON PERSONALITY 

FACTORS AND SUB-FACTORS (FACETS) 

We predicted relationships between the five factors, along with their facets 

significantly correlated with each of the four burnout dimensions (Hypotheses 1, 2, 

4 and 5). Also, we stated, in Hypothesis 3, that (C) (with its facets) would be 

negatively related to RPA. To test these hypotheses, we regressed the burnout 

dimensions on the personality factors and sub-factors. 

Emotional Exhaustion (EXH): To assess the relationship between personality 

and burnout, we first run a stepwise regression analysis in two steps.  

First, we considered the three personality factors, that had significant 

correlations to this burnout dimension, namely, (N), (A) and (C) and consider them 

as predictor variables and EXH, as the criterion variable. The results showed that 

(A) was, in a first model, the main but weak predictor of EXH, β = -.29, p < .001, 

explaining 8,6% from this feeling of exhaustion. In a second prediction model, (A) 

along with (N) explain a total of 13,1% from this feeling of EXH, (N) adding a 

positive β = .22, p < .001 to the model. This model was highly significant, F(2, 

180) = 13.40, p < .001. 

Secondly, we’ve included only the facets of (A) and (N) that significantly 

correlated to the EXH (as shown in Table 2), and considered them as predictors 

and EXH, as in the first step, the criterion. Three models resulted. Model 1 

explained 9.4% from EXH, through an unique predictor, (N)’s facet – 

Vulnerability (N6), β =.31, p < .001. In Model 2, model that explained 15.3% of 

EXH, the (A)’s facet – Compliance (A4), β = -.26, p < .001, added an additional of 

6.9% to the prediction. In Model 3, another facet of (N), Self-Consciousness (N4), 

β = -.21, p < .001, contributed with 2.9% to increasing the best prediction model 

level, explaining 17.8% of the presence of feeling exhausted. This model was 

highly significant, F(3, 180) = 13.40, p < .001. 
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Table 2. Means, Standard Deviations and Intercorrelations of the four Burnout dimensions 

and Personality Factors and Facets, N=181 

FACTORS and Facets  

of Personality 
M SD EXH CYN DEP RPA 

NEUROTICISM (N) 2.61 .34 .29** .21** .19* .14 

1 Anxiety 2.71 .54 .09 .13 .03 -.03 

2 Angry Hostility 2.61 .40 .29** .19* .18* .13 

3 Depression 2.55 .48 .17* .12 .16* .08 

4 Self-Consciousness 2.77 .51 .27** .21** .18* .11 

5 Impulsiveness 2.81 .41 .17* .11 .09 .07 

6 Vulnerability 2.20 .46 .31** .18* .21** .28** 

EXTRAVERSION (E) 3.40 .34 -.07 -.11 -.15* -.28** 

1 Warmth 3.79 .44 -.09 -.16* -.25** -.31** 

2 Gregariousness 3.46 .61 -.11 -.28** -.26** -.21** 

3 Assertiveness 3.12 .50 .00 .04 .03 -.17* 

4 Activity 3.65 .45 -.07 -.01 -.08 -.32** 

5 Excitement Seeking 2.85 .50 .10 .07 .03 -.01 

6 Positive Emotions 3.53 .47 -.11 -.07 -.09 -.17* 

OPENNESS TO EXPERIENCE (O)  3.34 .28 -.09 -.22** -.17* -.27** 

1 Fantasy 3.06 .41 .03 .02 .07 .03 

2 Aesthetics 3.64 .55 -.11 -.22** -.22** -.30** 

3 Feelings 3.48 .42 .03 -.06 -.12 -.25** 

4 Actions 3.05 .39 -.02 -.23** -.13 -.13 

5 Ideas 3.46 .52 -.08 -.19* -.10 -.18* 

6 Values 3.37 .32 -.19* -.17* -.14 -.17* 

AGREEABLENESS (A) 3.49 .27 -.29** -.29** -.39** -.24** 

1 Trust 3.30 .49 -.22** -.24** -.19* -.14 

2 Straightforwardness 3.77 .50 -.16* -.20** -.30** -.15* 

3 Altruism 3.85 .38 -.27** -.27** -.40** -.41** 

4 Compliance 3.19 .44 -.28** -.12 -.17* .04 

5 Modesty 3.15 .33 -.10 -.15* -.15* .12 

6 Tender-Mindedness 3.68 .40 -.05 -.11 -.27** -.37** 

CONSCIENTIOUSNESS (C ) 3.73 .33 -.23** -.16* -.22** -.39** 

1 Competence 3.71 .42 -.24** -.12 -.14 -.34** 

2 Order 3.65 .43 -.07 -.08 -.20** -.24** 

3 Dutifulness 3.95 .37 -.14 -.18* -.24** -.39** 

4 Achievement Striving 3.59 .42 -.11 -.08 -.09 -.31** 

5 Self-Discipline 3.91 .43 -.25** -.19* -.20** -.46** 

6 Deliberation 3.57 .50 -.24** -.11 -.16* -.11 

Note. EXH = Exhaustion; CYN = Cynicism; DEP = Depersonalization; RPA = Reduced Professional 

Accomplishment; *p < .05. **p < .01. 
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     Cynicism (CYN): For the rest of the burnout dimensions, we applied the 

same strategy of analyses, in a first step including in the regression analysis, four 

factors of personality ((E) was excluded for not being significantly correlated to 

CYN) as predictors and CYN as criterion and two models resulted. The first model 

had as unique predictor, (A),  β = -.29, p < .001, explaining 8.5% from the CYN. In 

the second model, that explained 10.3% of the variance of the CYN, the (O) factor, 

β = -.17, p < .05, contributed with 2,8% to increasing the prediction value. This last 

model was highly significant, F(2, 180) = 11.28, p < .001. 

We run also the secondary level regression analysis, with the sub-factors of (A) 

and (O) as predictors and CYN as criterion and three models resulted. The best 

resulted model, explained 11.7% from the variance in the outcome, including 

Altruism (A3) β = -.23, p < .001 (the initial component of the first model, 

explaining 6.6% of the variance), Openness to Action (O4), β = -.19,   p < .01 and 

Modesty (A5), β = -.17, p < .05. This last model was highly significant, F(3, 180) 

= 8.93, p < .001. 

   Depersonalization (DEP). As in the previous analyses, we included in the 

stepwise regression analysis, in the first step, all the five personality factors, all 

being significantly correlated with DEP and considered them predictor variables 

and DEP was considered the outcome variable, the criterion. The results showed 

that (A) was the sole predictor of DEP, β = -.39, p < .001. This predictor accounted 

for 15.2% of the variance in feeling depersonalized, model which was highly 

significant, F(1, 180) = 31.98, p < .001.  

      As previously, we included in the stepwise regression analysis also the sub-

factors of (A) that were found to be significantly correlated to DEP. There were 

two prediction models resulting, but the main contributor to explaining the state of 

DEP was Altruism (A3), contributing with 15.9% at explaining the outcome, β = -

.40, p < .001 and a second model, having a small amount of increase due to joining 

of Straightforwardness (A2) facet, β = -.17, p < .05, that bring the second model to 

explaining a total of 18.5% of variance in DEP. This model was also highly 

significant, F(2, 180) = 20.21, p < .001. 

   Reduced Professional Accomplishment (Inefficiency) (RPA). For the 

regression analysis in the case of the last burnout dimension, we included, in the 

first stage, four of the five personality factors ((N) was excluded, being not 

significantly correlated to the outcome variable). There was only one model 

generated, with (C) as the unique predictor, β = -.40, p < .001, explaining 15.2% 

from the burnout dimension of professional inefficiency, the model being highly 

significant, F(1, 180) = 31.97, p < .001. As in the previous case, in the second 

phase of the analysis, we’ve included the sub-factors of (C) that significantly 

correlated with RPA and one model resulted. The sub-factor included in this 

unique generated model was Self-Discipline (C5), β = -.46, p < .001, that explained 

20.8% variance in occurrence of RPA. The model was highly significant, F(1, 180) 

= 46.90, p < .001.  
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5. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 

One of the main conclusions of this research is that we need, at all times, to 

consider, is that the context and the characteristics of the population tested are 

crucial. A similar research found, for instance, that in case of voluntary care takers, 

(N) was the sole predictor of feelings of EXH, predicting 13% of the occurrence of 

the outcome (Bakker et. al, 2008), whereas, in our case, were, for our population 

the main behavior used, as insurance brokers is not the emotional stability, as in 

the case of volunteer counselors who cared for terminally ill patients, but (A), 

being crucial to the activity to be kind and trusting (Costa & McCrae, 2008).  

It is important to note that our hypotheses were, mostly, validated, with few 

exceptions that are discussed below.  

Considering our first formulated Hypothesis, the results showed that  (E) was 

negatively related to EXH, DEP and CYN as well as negatively related to RPA, 

but statistically strongly significant only in the case of RPA (r = -.28, p <.001) and 

with a lower significance in the case of DEP (r = -.15, p <.05). With no statistically 

significant sub-factor out of six, the EXH is not connected with (E) factor, in case 

of our participants group. Out of the entire (E) factor, important negative 

correlation to Burnout has the Activity (E4) sub-factor that has the most important 

correlation level with RPA (r = -.32, p <.001), the Warmth (E1) sub-factor, that 

negatively correlates with DEP (r = -.25, p <.001) and RPA (r = -.31, p <.001) and 

Gregariousness, that negatively correlates with CYN, DEP and RPA, with 

correlation indices of r = -.28, r = -.26 and  r = -.21, and a significance of p <.001 

for all three cases. Somehow surprising, the Excitement Seeking sub-factor does 

not correlate significantly with none of the Burnout dimensions, with correlation 

indices ranging from -.01 to .10 the highest.  

Related to Hypothesis 2, we found (A) to be negatively highly significantly 

(p<.001) associated with all burnout dimensions, the most important correlation 

indices being with the DEP (r=-.39), EXH (r=-.29), CYN (r=-.29) and RPA (r=-

.24). From the sub-factors, the most elevated negative correlations with Burnout 

dimensions are of the sub-factor Altruism (A3) with RPA (r=-.41), DEP (r=-.40), 

EXH (r=-.27), CYN (r=-.27) and RPA (r=-.24). Also, elevated levels of 

correlation has Tender-Mindedness in relation to RPA (r=-.37), as well as 

Compliance in relation to EXH, hence the role of the regulations in the field of 

action of the participants (r=-.28). 

Hypothesis 3 was validated through finding that there was a negative 

relationship between (C) and RPA (r=-.39, p<.001). Important correlation indices 

record, in relation to RPA, all the sub-facets of (C), with the exception of 

Deliberation (C6). Still, it is important to underline the importance of Self-

Discipline (C5) facet that proved to be the highest, among all the sub-facets, 

predictor of RPA (r = -. 46, p<.001), with important elevation related to EXH (r=. 

-25, p<.001), DEP (r=-.20, p<.001) and CYN (r=-.19, p<.05).  
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Partially, was proved to be validated Hypothesis 4, meaning that we found  

negative relationships between (N) and only three of the Burnout dimensions. 

Exception was made by RPA that was found to be statistically not significant 

(r=.14, p=.07). Vulnerability (N6) found the highest most important sub-factor 

from (N), highly significantly correlated to all four dimensions of Burnout: EXH 

(r=.31), RPA (r=.28), DEP (r=.21) and CYN (r=.18). 

We found ourselves living different times comparing with just twenty years 

ago, when Christina Maslach, one of the main voices in studying burnout called 

this phenomenon as being “an index of the dislocation between what people are 

and what they have to do”, discussing about “the erosion of the soul, an erosion in 

values, dignity, spirit and will” (Maslach, 1997). With this idea in mind, we try to 

understand if values are, for example, still important, and we formulated 

Hypothesis 5 to investigate this reality. The results showed that there is a negative 

correlation, significant, but not as strong as expected, with only three dimension of 

burnout: EXH, r = -.19, p <.05; CYN, r = -.17, p <.05 and RPA, r = -.17,     p <.05. 

As well, Dutifulness (C3) sub-factor, have important significant correlations with 

RPA (r=-.39, p<.001), as well as with the DEP (r=-.24, p<.001). 

Therefore, this Value facets of (O) factor is not one of the main contributors 

of having the entire factor negatively and significantly correlated with CYN, as 

initially presumed in the Hypothesis 5, but the Openness to Aesthetics (indicating 

also the lack of time invested in paying attention at the details that reality, being 

internal or external reality is proposing us), r = -.22, p <.001 and Openness to 

Actions, r = -.23, p <.001, not surprising result if we take into consideration how 

much dynamic we found ourselves to be in the world of the “easy chair” and 

“smart phones”. Concluding, we found the Hypothesis 5 to be validated, one of the 

most important personality sub-factor for the respondents in this field, with two 

jobs instead of one, remaining the lack of Openness to Aesthetics, along with lack 

of Openness to one’ Feelings (r = -.25, p <.001) and lack of Openness to Actions. 

 

6. LIMITATIONS 

To the specific of this group of participants, is their need to work more (see 

the implication derived from low levels of (C) on the RPA), need that, at least in 

case of 64% of the participants, based on self-evaluation is not caused by financial 

difficulties. Another specific element that can be constituted in a limitation as well, 

is the reduced literature on this type of group of persons, the ones “forced” to take 

a second job and of studies on their reasons for doing so. 

One important limitation of the current research is constituted by the lack of 

comparison with other kind of participants (the ones that have one full-time job). 

We admit that the main limit of this study could be seen in the volatile political, 

legislative and social scenery of today’s Romania, which makes the results 

obtained here sensitive to modifications in light of further modification of our 

frame of reference and other studies worth to be included in the literature review.  
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